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For sixty years following the establishment of our church, True Father worked publicly and earnestly for the sake 

of God's providence. It is not an overstatement to say that he spent two thirds of that time, that is, forty years of 

his life, in America. Our eternal homeland is Korea, but he invested more in America. Why was that? He was 

thinking about all humankind. The great blessing that America is the eldest-son nation means it should gather 

the brothers together in unity and bring them to the parents. Have you been thinking about this, day and night? 

 

To the world, at this time, and to this nation, True Father came and did his work as the returning Lord, the 

Messiah and the Savior. Given that, is it enough that you bring just a few blessed families? For more than sixty 

years of his life, True Father took responsibility, devoting himself to raising you, explaining that you are to fulfill 

the tribal messiah mission and bless 430 couples. If blessed families had fulfilled these responsibilities, we could 

have honored Father more gloriously when sending him off to Heaven. The world's six billion people could have 

seen with their own eyes that the Messiah's Second Advent had occurred and on that basis determined their own 

paths. We failed to prepare. We committed a serious sin in front of Heaven. Our wearing sackcloth, mourning 

bitterly and offering prayers of repentance for a year would be insufficient because the sin we have committed is 

too serious. The fact that we did not fulfill our responsibility is a serious sin. We only received love but we did 

not know how to share it. We ourselves did not grow. 
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True Father worked day and night without rest, throughout his whole life. (I also have never slept more than 

three hours a day from when I began attending True Father.) Therefore, we are tired throughout the day, aren't 

we? Because we are human. Now, True Father has gone to the spirit world. He transcends time and space and is 

working busily. I imagine he does not have time to sleep. Today, I speak to you in order to open the way not only 

for you but also for your descendants in the future. 

 


